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Saint Peter’s Church,   

Woodmansterne  

OCTOBER  2021  

Monthly Newsletter   

 

Welcome to this month’s newsletter! If you have an activity or something uplifting to share 

please do get in touch:  office@saintpeterschurch.org.uk  We hope you enjoy this month’s 

newsletter.   
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Service sheets and accompanying You Tube messages are being produced and 

distributed every week. You can catch up with the weekly messages at St Peter's Church, 

Woodmansterne You Tube channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl9hrwcOXgd7g8lg9WVqg7A   

Our service times are 9am for Zoom and 11am at church.  If you want to receive more 

information about any of the above or would like to have a chat with someone please do get in 

touch with us: rector@saintpeterschurch.org.uk or ring 01737 423892.    

Church building is now open for prayer every Wednesday and Saturday 9am-5pm. Going 

forward and as lockdown eases, we will require more volunteers to open and close. Please speak 

to Gill or Simon.  

 Woodmansterne Charities   

A local charity, which can help people who are struggling to pay fuel bills. To qualify, you 

must live in the Parish of Woodmansterne. If you would like to be considered for assistance 

then please contact us: office@saintpeterschurch.org.uk or 07816293554.   

  

St Matthew's Foodbank 

Our local Foodbank at St Matthew's is being supported by this year's Bishop of Southwark's lent 

call https://southwarklentcall.com/. You can watch a video showing you around the Foodbank 

here: https://youtu.be/cEgeXiK8lRo  

 

If you'd like to donate directly to the foodbank here are the details: You can send a cheque 

payable to St Matthew’s PCC, marked ‘Foodbank’ on the back to: Foodbank at St Matthew’s, c/o 

The Parish Office, 71 Station Road, Redhill RH1 1DL.  

If you would like to make a bank transfer you can find the details here: 

https://www.redhillfoodbank.org.uk/how-can-i-help   

We will be supporting the Foodbank with our Harvest donations on 3rd October. 

   

Bus Stop Café 9am – 11am 

Bus Stop Cafe is now back in the hall on a weekly basis. Speak to Sally Frost for more details.   

        

https://www.redhillfoodbank.org.uk/how-can-i-help
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Adelante: Praise God for the Adelante conference and especially for all of the fascinating 

presentations from participants. Particularly remember in prayer indigenous peoples in Latin 

America facing ongoing discrimination and injustice. 

 

Paraguay: Praise God for the emerging leaders among the congregation Bev Richardson leads in 

Asuncion. Please pray for her as she studies and for more people across Latin America to catch 

the vision of pioneer principles. 

 

Iran: Iranian Christians request prayer for three Christian converts who were arrested at a prayer 

meeting in Rasht on 5 September and transferred to an unknown location.  

 

Ukraine:  pray for people in Ukraine who have lost their source of income due to quarantine and 

government restrictions. Pray for new jobs so that people are able to provide for their families 

and no one has to go hungry. 

 

Bangladesh:  COVID situation has eased somewhat, and the country’s schools have now 

reopened after 18 months’ closure. Pray for schoolchildren as they readjust to spending time in a 

school environment, and as they deal with a setback in their education. 

 

Nepal: Pray for the people of Nepal, where monsoon rains have caused floods and landslides.                                 

At least 14 people have lost their lives, and blocked roads are causing widespread disruption.  

Please pray for the greatest needs of the most vulnerable Nepalese to be quickly met in the 

aftermath of this year’s monsoon destruction. 

 

South Sudan: Unprecedented flooding in many parts of South Sudan, combined with the effects 

of widespread conflict and violence and the economic effects of COVID-19, have resulted in 60 

per cent of the country’s population being assessed as hungry. The World Food Programme 

(WFP) assesses the food security situation this year as the worst ever. Pray for all at risk of 

starvation and unable to feed their families; and for WFP and all agencies striving to bring help to 

those in need. 
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Macmillan Coffee Morning  

This Year’s Macmillan Coffee Morning was held on 23rd September at Bus Stop Cafe. 

It was a great morning with stalls, a raffle and of course some yummy cakes to buy! 

Thank you to all those who made the morning a success, those who set up and decorated the 

hall, the serving team and for all who donated. We raised a fantastic £486.60 which is the highest 

total for the last couple of years! 

Amazing effort. Thank you everyone! 
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THIS MONTH’S RECIPE – BREAD AND BUTTER PUDDING 

We are encouraged not to waste food and I read recently that bread was one of the most wasted 

foods; this simple old fashioned recipe will only use up a few slices but hopefully get us thinking of 

other left-over recipes 

 

2 slices thin, slightly stale bread, white or wholemeal, buttered generously and with the crusts cut 

off.           A handful of sultanas or currants   

½ pint milk 

2 eggs 

2 teaspoon caster sugar 

Few drops of vanilla essence 

Melted apricot jam 
 

To make this a more ‘grown-up’ pudding rather than a school dinner dish, soak the dried fruit in 

either a sweet sherry, whisky or brandy for a few hours 
 

Butter a shallow ovenproof dish and sprinkle it with the dried fruit.  Cut the bread slices into 

fingers and lay them over the fruit very slightly overlapping at the top to make one layer. 

 

Whisk the eggs with the milk, vanilla and sugar and pour over the bread.  Leave to soak for 

½hour or more. 
 

Bake at gas 5, 175°F, 190°C for 40 minutes, having put the oven proof dish in a roasting tin filled 

with boiling water to come half way up the side of the dish.  The egg custard should be just set. 
 

Brush the top with melted jam, sprinkle with a little more caster sugar if you have a sweet tooth 

and return to the oven until the top is brown, puffed up and shiny. 
 

Serve with cream  
 

 

Ann Kayser  
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We Missed It All !        Margaret Chorlton 

On the night of the 'Great Storm' in October 1987, I was 200 miles away from home on a girls' 

long weekend in the pretty village of Newton Ferrers, South Devon. We had enjoyed a wonderful 

day walking the many footpaths around the breathtaking coastline and as usual, at the end of the 

day visited the local pub for a nightcap. I say 'a' nightcap – but you know what it's like, we 

chatted and drank, we reminisced and drank, then we staggered up the steep, narrow lane, 

giggling like silly teenagers. A light drizzle had begun, the sea breeze which had hardly been 

noticeable all day suddenly strengthened, a gust of wind blew over an empty dustbin causing it to 

roll down the hill.  Looking nervously at each other brought on more hysterical giggling as we 

quickened our pace and felt relieved to reach our cosy cottage with its thick stone walls and 

welcoming warmth. Exhausted after our busy day, not to mention the few bevvies, we were 

happily relaxed and decided to have an early night. We slumbered peacefully, unaware of the 

changing weather outside. 

We awoke to the most beautiful autumn morning; the sun was shining, the trees looked fresh and 

colourful, their leaves dripping and shimmering in the sun's early rays, it was spectacular! We sat 

in our dressing gowns, relishing our early morning cuppa and eagerly started planning our day. 

The TV was turned on to check the weather with *Francis Wilson, before venturing out, keen to 

find more stunning trails and beaches. The connection was bad, it was difficult to tune in. What 

we were hearing and seeing although very stilted and almost incomprehensible was not what we 

were expecting, we heard the words '120 miles an hour hurricane,' it couldn't possibly be England, 

it must be coming from another country. In any case, Michael Fish had told us not to worry and 

reassured us that there would not be a hurricane coming our way! Eventually the screen cleared 

with the headline 'Hurricane hits the SE of England, blocks of flats collapsing in South London. 

Roads blocked by trees and public transport at a standstill.' 

You can imagine our reactions. Here we were miles away from home, far from our families and 

thinking the worst. Luckily there was a house phone, we tried it – there was a signal – phew! I 

was lucky to get through to my family and to my relief everyone one was OK. The others found it 

more difficult as there were lines down and very little electricity. My husband managed somehow 

to contact the other families and reassured us that none of them were hurt. We were told not to 

attempt to travel home yet as the nearer we reached Surrey, the worse the roads would become. 

Luckily we had a couple more days left but felt helpless and upset as we watched the news 

unfolding; lives were lost, many people injured, and homes destroyed. 

It all sounded so surreal. Looking out of our little cottage windows nothing seemed to have 

changed, although it was obvious by the puddles there had been quite a shower or two during the 

night. There was a gentle breeze, the clouds were high and the birds were singing happily. A blue 

tit peered back at us, his head to one side impatiently waiting for his breakfast. It was a perfect 

morning here in the Devonshire countryside. We missed it all. 

*Frances Wilson weather forecaster BBC breakfast 1981–1992 then Sky news 1993–2010. 
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YOUR GARDEN IN OCTOBER BY A WOODMANSTERNE GARDENER 

Enjoy the autumn colours this month before the leaves begin to fall and before we even know it, 

it will be winter again, especially as British Summer Time or Daylight Saving Time comes to an 

end on 31st October. 

Work will only be possible in the garden at week-ends (unless you are retired of course!) and one 

of the most pressing jobs is raking up leaves.  If left on paths they can be dangerous in wet 

weather, and on the grass they can block out the light and air to the grass creating moss and die 

back.  Either collect the leaves to create leaf mould by putting damp leaves in old compost bags 

or bin bags, seal and pierce holes in the side and leave for 12-18 months to break down, or add 

with general garden debris in thin layers in the compost bin.  If neither of these are possible 

sweep the leaves under shrubs and allow them to rot down naturally.  Maybe these piles of leaves 

will attract hedgehogs which are in serious decline.  We are also encouraged to leave gaps in our 

fences and hedges so that hedgehogs can freely roam our gardens.  (No problem with gaps in my 

fence.   The local fox has dug a hole as it is too much effort to jump over the fence). 

October is the ideal time, but only once the soil is moist, for moving and planting trees and 

shrubs.  This allows time for roots to establish before cold weather sets in.  Do water regularly if 

winter rains do not fall.  It is also the best time of year to divide and replant summer flowering 

perennials and to lift bulbs and corms i.e.  Gladiolus that might not survive winter in the ground.  

Check any trees stakes in case we have winter gales. 

Encourage birds into the garden by introducing a range of feeders to attract different birds.  Not 

just peanuts, but sunflower seeds and fat balls.  Also provide clean water regularly for drinking 

and bathing.  Leave any windfall apples, pears and plums on the ground to attract ground feeding 

birds such as blackbirds, thrushes and starlings - when was the last time starlings were seen in 

Woodmansterne? 

On the subject of wildlife, plant spring flowering bulbs such as snowdrops, winter aconite and 

crocus to provide early food for bees. 

Remove fallen leaves from ponds and, in general, practice good garden tidiness and hygiene so 

that pests and diseases are not carried over into next year.  i.e. Blackspot disease on roses, the 

leaves should be gathered up and disposed of or burnt (in November bonfires)  and not put in a 

compost heap. 

If still feeling energetic and the weather is kind, the lawn can be ‘made over’ with perhaps a final 

mow, raking or scarifying to remove moss and dead grass and aerating or spiking to allow air and 

rain into the roots. 

Finally add an autumn lawn feed, trim the edges and the grass should recover from the wear and 

tear of summer.    

Hopefully we will still be able to get out and about so enjoy the autumn colours at RHS Wisley, 

Winkworth Arboretum at Godalming and Sheffield Park Gardens in East Sussex.  
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October brings us Harvest Thanksgiving, when we thank God for all the bounty of Creation.  If 

you ever doubt God’s generosity towards us, just stroll down the aisles of your local supermarket: 

they are groaning with food of a vast variety, of every colour, texture and taste that you can 

imagine.   But in the midst of all this bounty, take time to remember all the millions of people 

worldwide who are starving this month, desperate for any kind of food.  Before God in prayer, 

decide how much you can give this month to one of the many charities who are trying to help 

people in need.    

October  Harvest  Thanksgiving   bounty 

God   creation  generosity   supermarket 

Food   vast   variety    edible 

Choice  endless  millions   starving 

Pray   give   charities    eat 

Help   desperate 
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EDITH CAVELL - NURSE 
 

Edith Cavell cared for the sick despite the danger to her own safety.  
 

Edith was a vicar’s daughter from Swardeston in Norfolk, where she was born in 1865.  She 

became a governess, but her heart was for nursing, so she went on to train at the London 

Hospital, before nursing in various hospitals such as St Pancras and Manchester. 
 

When Edith was 42, she decided to go abroad, and was appointed matron of a large training 

centre for nurses in Brussels. She was still there seven years later, when the First World War 

broke out and German troops invaded Belgium on their way to Paris and the Channel Ports. 
 

Edith’s nursing school became a Red Cross hospital, and she turned down the opportunity to 

return to the safety of England. Instead, her nurses tended wounded soldiers from both 

German and Allied armies.   
 

Sadly, in 1915, when the Germans began their occupation of Brussels, they took a dim view of 

Edith’s work. But they would have been even more unhappy had they known she was helping 

to smuggle 200 British soldiers across the border into the Netherlands! 
 

Finally, the Germans arrested Edith in August 1915, and put her into solitary confinement. They 

tricked her into confessing to a charge which carried the death penalty. But Edith refused to 

show either regret at what she had done, or any fear or bitterness towards her captors.   
 

On 11th October 1915, the night before her execution, Edith was visited by the Anglican 

chaplain to Brussels, the Revd Stirling Gahan. Together they said the words of Abide with Me, 

and Edith received her last Holy Communion.   
 

She told Gahan: “I am thankful to have had these ten weeks of quiet to get ready. Now I have 

had them and have been kindly treated here. I expected my sentence and I believe it was just. 

Standing, as I do, in view of God and eternity, I realise that patriotism is not enough. I must 

have no hatred or bitterness to anyone.” 
 

Edith was shot by a firing squad next day, on 12th October 1915. 
 

After the war her body was exhumed and buried in Norwich Cathedral. Her memorial service in 

Westminster Abbey attracted thousands. A commemorative statue of her stands near Trafalgar 

Square. 
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ZEBRA CROSSINGS – saving lives for 70 years 
 

Seventy years ago, on 31st October 1951, zebra crossings were introduced officially in the UK.  

The first one was in Slough, Berkshire. 
  

The crossings had been trialled over two years at 1000 experimental sites, but in 1951 the 

black and white striped pedestrian crossings were approved, with their flashing Belisha 

beacons, and all drivers were required by law to stop as soon as a pedestrian set foot on them. 
 

The crossings were the brainchild of Yorkshireman and traffic engineer George ‘Dr Zebra’ 

Charlesworth, a physicist who had worked on the Barnes Wallis-designed bouncing bomb 

during the war. His zebra crossings were certainly responsible for saving many lives. 

 

The Belisha beacons, an integral part of the crossing but used since 1934, were introduced by 

Leslie Hore-Belisha, who served as Minister of Transport at the time. 

 

Zebra crossings were adopted throughout the world, from continental Europe to North America, 

Singapore and Australia. They have now been superseded to some extent in the UK by pelican 

crossings, which are controlled by lights. These were introduced in 1969. While zebras were 

named because of their appearance, a pelican crossing (originally pelicon) is so named as a 

contraction of the phrase ‘pedestrian light controlled’. 
 

 

PARAPROSDOKIANS... 
 

 

(Winston Churchill loved them) are figures of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or 

phrase is surprising or unexpected; frequently humorous.                                                                                                            

1.  Where there's a will, I want to be in it. 

2.  The last thing I want to do is hurt you, but it's still on my list. 

3.  Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear bright until you hear them speak. 

4.  If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong. 

5.  We never really grow up; we only learn how to act in public. 

6.  War does not determine who is right - only who is left. 

7.  They begin the evening news with 'Good Evening,' then proceed to tell you why it isn't. 

8.  To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from many is research. 

9.  Buses stop in bus stations. Trains stop in train stations. On my desk is a work station. 

10. I thought I wanted a career. Turns out I just wanted the pay cheques. 
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